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Nowadays, many companies face shorter product life cycles, increasing the need to properly forecast demand for
newly introduced products. These forecasts allow them to support operational decisions, such as procurement
and inventory control. However, forecasting the demand of new products is challenging compared to existing
products, since historical sales data is not available as an indicator of future sales. Moreover, little attention has
been paid in literature to quantitative methods for new product forecasting, especially with respect to quanti
fying the uncertainty in demand. In this paper, we present a novel demand forecasting method denoted by
DemandForest, which combines K-means, Random Forest, and Quantile Regression Forest. This machine
learning-based approach combines the historical sales data of previously introduced products and product
characteristics of existing and new products to make prelaunch forecasts and support inventory management
decisions for new products. DemandForest clusters and predicts demand patterns, and predicts the quantiles of
the total demand during an introduction period. We validate and illustrate our approach for forecasting and
inventory management using real-world data sets of several companies. Compared to several benchmark
methods, DemandForest provides the most accurate predictions, resulting in potential inventory savings of
around 15% depending on lead times and service levels.

1. Introduction
New product forecasting is challenging compared to forecasting
demand of existing products since historical data is not available as an
indicator of future demand. However, because many industries are fa
cing shorter product life cycles [1–3], new product forecasting gains
importance. Besides the challenges regarding the lack of historical data,
there is limited analysis time and there exists a general uncertainty
related to consumer acceptance and competitive reactions [1,3–6].
Despite their complexity, these initial forecasts are essential for the
operations of a company, as they guide important decisions like capa
city planning, procurement and inventory control [3,5,7]. Because
these decisions are guided by forecasting, a proper sales forecasting
approach is key to prevent complications during or right after the
product launch. Poor forecasts can result in stock-outs or overstock si
tuations, which have a direct impact on the company's profitability and
may also decrease customer satisfaction and market share [1,2,8].
Since companies require an increasing number of new product
forecasts, the need for analytical approaches to new product forecasting
rises. Goodwin et al. [6] argue that quantitative models should be at the
core of the forecasting process of new products. However, Kahn [10]
states that the use of analytical methods for new product forecasting is
⁎

still limited among companies. According to Kahn [9], expert opinions,
surveys and the average sales of similar products are the most wide
spread techniques for predicting the demand of new products. Kahn
[10] points out that these techniques should focus on creating mean
ingful estimations to anticipate the risks of new product introductions.
Meaningful estimations should not only focus on point forecasts but
should provide insight into the level of uncertainty surrounding new
product introductions by means of prediction intervals. Nevertheless,
researchers paid little attention to analyzing the uncertainty among
new products [6].
To create new product forecasts and quantify the uncertainty, we
develop a novel new product forecasting method called DemandForest to
support supply chain planners. DemandForest is a hybrid method
combining K-means clustering, Random Forest [11] and Quantile Re
gression Forest [12]. Forecasts are generated by utilizing the historical
demand of existing products and the product characteristics of both
new and existing products. The approach is widely applicable to com
panies in different industries due to the general applicability of the
Random Forest algorithm. Furthermore, the Quantile Regression Forest
(QRF) algorithm quantifies the uncertainty of the demand and can be
used to construct prediction intervals and support inventory manage
ment decisions.
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of the existing product with the highest similarity was used to adjust the
sales forecast of the new product. Basallo-Triana et al. [2] applied a
fuzzy Gustafson-Kessel algorithm for clustering the time series of ana
logous products. Instead of generating a pre-launch forecast, BasalloTriana et al. [2] assigned new products to a cluster based on the initial
sales. For each time period, new products are assigned to a cluster.
Fallah Tehrani and Ahrens [20] forecast sales combining classifi
cation and regression models. A probabilistic approach identified the
class of products in terms of sale. Thereafter, a kernel machine ap
proach was used to predict the number of sales. The combined approach
showed robust and promising results. Baardman et al. [3] proposed a
scalable algorithm that iteratively determined distinctive groups of si
milar existing products. New products were probabilistically assigned
to these groups based on their product features using multinomial lo
gistic regression. The pre-launch forecasts were generated using mul
tiple linear regression, support vector machines and neural networks.
The application of multiple algorithms was also investigated by Lour
eiro et al. [8] for the prediction of the total sales of new fashion items.
The predictions were based on product characteristics and the ex
pectation level of the sales. With k-fold cross-validation, multiple al
gorithms, such as deep neural networks, Random Forest and support
vector regression were analyzed. The lowest forecast errors were
achieved by a deep neural network and a Random Forest algorithm.
Although deep neural networks showed good potential, Loureiro et al.
[8] suggest that a Random Forest algorithm is more suitable in practice,
because it provides satisfactory predictive performance and the training
process is less complex.
To conclude, several analytical methods have been proposed for
new product forecasting, but most literature about new product fore
casting has not considered the uncertainty in the demand for new
products and its impact on inventory management practices. In this
paper, we present a pre-launch forecasting approach that estimates the
uncertainty of demand with Quantile Regression Forests and we eval
uate the performance of the approach with multiple inventory man
agement cases. Furthermore, we combine several concepts from related
literature, such as predicting clustered demand patterns [16] and ap
plying Random Forest as a suitable algorithm in practice [8].

This research contributes to the field of new product forecasting in
several ways. First, to the best of our knowledge, this research is the
first application of QRFs in new product forecasting, while we also
evaluate the impact on inventory management. Second, we propose an
extension of QRF by fitting theoretical distributions to the quantiles.
Third, we propose a synthetic data set that can be used for future
comparisons between various new product forecasting methodologies.
Finally, we show that the feature importance and list of comparable
products can be extracted from Random Forest algorithms to provide
valuable insights for supply chain planners.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In the next
section, we discuss work related to new product forecasting based on
product characteristics. After describing the problem in Section 3, we
propose our method DemandForest in Section 4. Section 5 presents the
data and experimental setup. The results obtained from experiments are
reported in Section 6. Finally, we provide the conclusions of our re
search in Section 7.
2. Literature review
Quantitative methods for new product forecasting are mainly based
on analogous forecasting to overcome the lack of demand history [13].
This means that these models use data of similar products to generate
forecasts for new products. In this section, we focus on these quanti
tative analogous forecasting methods. The critical assumption with
analogous forecasting is that similarity between products translates into
similar demand patterns. However, there are no assurances that the
historical demand of analogous products corresponds to the future de
mand of new products [10] and this should be handled with care.
Methods based on diffusion models, such as the Bass model proposed by
[14], are out of scope of this section. Diffusion models are mainly used
to model emerging technologies or new-to-the-world products [9], such
as the adoption of electric cars in Europe. Applying these models for
predicting the demand of new products on SKU-level might lead to
significant errors.
An early forecasting model is proposed by Neelamegham and
Chintagunta [15]. This model was designed to predict the number of
viewers of movies in their introduction week, using movie attributes
such as genre and presence of movie stars. The model showed proper
predictions on movie-country level. A Bayesian approach was applied
to provide a measure of uncertainty of the forecasts. Thomassey and
Fiordaliso [16] proposed a forecasting method for mid-term forecasting
in the apparel industry. First, a K-means algorithm clusters the demand
patterns of existing products into distinctive profiles. Afterward, they
trained a decision tree with the C4.5 algorithm based on price, starting
time of sales, and life span of items. With this classification tree, Tho
massey and Fiordaliso [16] could predict the demand profile of future
items. The predicted profile, which is given by the mean pattern of the
underlying existing products, was used as a forecast for future items.
Thomassey and Fiordaliso [16] showed that the decision tree classifi
cation performed better than models such as the Naive Bayesian clas
sifier and the nearest neighbor classifier. One year later, Thomassey and
Happiette [17] applied the same procedure with neural clustering and
classification techniques. Demand profiles were derived by using a SelfOrganising Map and K-means clustering. Predicting the demand profile
was performed by a Probabilistic Neural Network. However, this model
did not perform better than Naive Bayes classification. An extreme
learning machine (ELM) was applied by Sun et al. [18] to forecast the
sales of fashion items, which outperformed other neural network-based
methods. The relationship between sales and product characteristics,
such as color, size, and price, were investigated.
Szozda [19] proposed a forecasting method that compared the in
itial sales of a relatively new product to the initial sales of existing
products. Hence, this method did not generate a pre-launch forecast but
used the initial sales as input. The time series were adjusted in order to
find similar demand patterns with a different scale. The demand shape

3. Problem description
We study the problem of multi-period forecasting of the demand for
new products. We use a fixed forecast horizon (i.e., the introduction
period) of T periods (e.g., weeks), and generate a forecast at t = 0 for
each period t = 0, …, T. This forecast will not be updated when new
data becomes available during the forecast horizon. Since we consider a
pre-launch forecast, no historical demand data is available on the new
product y Y . However, we assume that historical demand data on
comparable products x X is available. We use Z = X Y . Each
product z Z can be characterized by a set of features f ∈ ℱ, and the
feature values fz of both the existing and new products are known at
t = 0. From now on, we express t relative to the start of the introduction
period, for both, existing and new products.
The forecast should consist of two elements: (i) the total demand
during the T periods and (ii) a profile representing the division of total
demand over the T periods. The total demand d xh of an existing product
x is given by the sum of demands during the T periods in the forecasting
horizon by: d xh = ∑t=0Tdx,t. The normalized demand profile px of pro
duct x is given by the vector px = (px,t)∀t, with px,t = dx, td xh . The
forecast for new products y Y should now be made by finding ana
logous products x X based on the feature values fz z Z ; the
forecast should utilize historical demand data dxh, px, and d x, t of these
analogous products x to forecast the demand of new products y given by
d yh , py, and dy,t. We denote the forecasted values of these demand
h

components by d y , py , and d y, t respectively. Besides these point fore
h

casts, we also want to establish prediction intervals [Ly, Uy] for d y ,
2
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Interval Normalized Average Width (PINAW) [24]:

Table 1
Brief description of the companies and new products (similar characteristics to
article Y are highlighted in bold).
Product

Supplier

Category

Price ()

Sales
channel

Article type

Total
demand

Y
X1
X2

Sup1
Sup2
Sup1

Cat1
Cat1
Cat2

8
9
17.12

Chan1
Chan2
Chan1

Stat1
Stat2
Stat1

181
186
300

PICPy =

PINAWy =

RMSE y (t ) =

t

T

c y, t

(2)

t=1

1
T

T
t=1

(Uy, t

L y, t )
Rt

(3)

h

horizon h, d y, t will be replaced by d y .
In addition to evaluating the quality of the forecasts, we evaluate
the benefit of these forecasts for inventory management decisions. Since
the forecasts will be used for managing stock levels, the resulting per
formance of the inventory management decisions might be even more
important than the forecast accuracy. The challenge is to provide a
certain service level against minimal costs. We use the Cycle Service
Level (CSL), which is the ratio of cycles that did not resulted in a stockout relative to the total number of cycles. The CSL of product y is for
mulated as:

CSL y = 1

Sy
Ny

(4)

where Sy is the number of stock-out occasions during the introduction
period of product y and Ny is the total number of cycles. A stock-out
occasion occurs when the inventory on hand becomes negative. A new
inventory cycle starts when an order is received.
Besides the CSL as performance measure for inventory management,
we evaluate four different inventory costs: ordering costs, holding costs,
excess holding costs, and lost sales costs. The ordering costs are the
costs for each order placed during the introduction period. The holding
costs are the costs of keeping products in inventory during the in
troduction period, defined as a percentage of the purchase costs of a
product. Excess holding costs are considered as a penalty for keeping
too many products in inventory, which is defined as the expected
holding costs after the introduction period. With a high number of
products in inventory and a low demand of the new product, the excess
holding costs increase. The last type of cost is the lost sales costs, which
is a penalty for having too few products in inventory, such that some
orders cannot be satisfied.

d y, t ) 2

(d y , t

T

where cy,t = 1 if dy,t ∈ [Ly,t, Uy,t], otherwise cy,t = 0, and Rt = maxi∈y
(di,t) − mini∈y(di,t). The PICP should be equal to the target probability of
the interval, thus with a 90% prediction interval the PICP should also be
90%. The lower the PINAW, the smaller and more valuable the intervals
are. When we measure the RMSE, PICP, and PINAW for the complete

which we transform to intervals [Ly,t, Uy,t] for d y, t , ∀t (for the bounds, we
typically use the 5th and 95th percentiles).
To illustrate the differences and similarities between characteristics,
demand patterns, and total demand, we extracted three sample pro
ducts from one of the case studies considered in this paper, with X1 and
X2 representing existing products and Y the new product, see Table 1.
In this example, the characteristics and the demand data of both the
existing products and the new product are known. We see that product
Y and X1 have the same category, price, and total demand. Product Y
and X2 are also comparable, regarding the supplier, sales channel and
article type, but the demand is almost twice as high for article X2. The
normalized demand patterns throughout the introduction period
(18 weeks in this example) are visualized in Fig. 1. We observe that the
demand of product Y and X2 mainly occurs in the last weeks of the
introduction period. On the other hand, product X1 shows a peak in one
of the first weeks, showing that most of the demand occurs much earlier
in the introduction period. Hence, if we want to make a demand fore
cast for the new product Y, we should ideally combine the demand data
of the two comparable existing products X1 and X2, where we use the
total demand of X1 and the pattern of X2.
To evaluate the classification performance in our methods, we use
the classification accuracy and Cohen's kappa score (Cohen, 1960). The
classification accuracy is the ratio of the number of correct predictions
to the total number of predictions. The kappa is generally thought to be
more robust compared to the classification accuracy, because it corrects
the accuracy for chance (see Appendix A for the computation of kappa).
We measure the forecasting performance with the Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) for each individual period t for each product y:
T

1
t

(1)

We do not use the more common Mean Average Percentage Error
(MAPE), since the MAPE should not be used for evaluating forecasts
with values of zero or close to zero (Hyndman et al., 2006) and the
products in our data sets regularly have demands of zero in specific
time periods.
Besides evaluating the predictions with the RMSE, we evaluate the
performance of the prediction intervals. Several metrics have been
proposed in the literature [21–23]. The metrics we will use are the
Prediction Interval Coverage Probability (PICP) [23] and the Prediction

4. Solution methodology
To generate multi-period pre-launch forecasts for new products, we
propose a new method denoted by DemandForest. With DemandForest,
we combine K-means, Random Forest, and Quantile Regression Forest
algorithms to generate a forecast for the demand of a new product. With
these machine learning algorithms, we can apply DemandForest to a
wide range of companies and train the algorithms with data of a specific
company to generate predictions for their new products. This method is
inspired by the work of Thomassey and Fiordaliso [16] and Loureiro
et al. [8]. We combine the concept of profile predictions of Thomassey
and Fiordaliso [16] with Random Forests as applied in Loureiro et al.
[8]. Furthermore, we enhance the methodology by predicting quantiles
with Quantile Regression Forests and extend this with the use of the
oretical distribution functions in order to improve quantiles when a
limited number of existing products is available. First, we briefly dis
cuss K-means, Random Forest, and Quantile Regression Forest in
Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. Thereafter, we describe the steps of De
mandForest in Section 4.4 and describe the extension to improve
quantiles in Section 4.5.

Fig. 1. Example of three demand patterns.
3
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4.1. K-means

uncertainties in other fields, such as photovoltaic electricity production
[40], weather forecasting [41], soil mapping [42], and wind power
forecasting [43].

For clustering the demand patterns, we use the K-means algorithm.
The K-means algorithm is the most widely used clustering method in
practice and is effective and efficient in most cases [25,26]. It is also
applied to cluster demand patterns [16,27–29]. K-means partitions the
observations into K clusters, such that each observation is assigned to
the cluster that has the nearest mean. K-means aims to minimize the
within cluster sum of squares. Since K-means is a greedy algorithm, it
converges to local minima based on the initial partition. To overcome
this limitation and increase the chance of finding the global minimum,
the algorithm can be run with multiple initial partitions. The partition
with the smallest sum of the squared errors can be chosen as final
partition [26].
The most important parameter choice of the K-means algorithm is
the number of clusters K [26]. To determine the number of clusters, it is
recommended to use the majority vote of multiple cluster validity in
dices, since one index does not demonstrates clear advantages over
other indices [30]. This research applies the Davies-Bouldin Index Da
vies-Bouldin Index [31], the Silhouette Coefficient [32], and the Ca
linski-Harabasz Index [33]. These are among the top indices re
commended by [30] and also used by for example [34–36]. The indices
are all based on the comparison of the tightness within a cluster and the
separation between clusters. The Davies-Bouldin Index measures the
ratio between the average distance from the samples in a cluster to its
cluster center and the distance between the cluster centers. The Sil
houette Coefficient compares the distance between each sample in the
same cluster to the samples in the neighboring cluster. The CalinskiHarabasz Index determines the tightness and separation with the
variability of the observations within each cluster and the variability
between points in different clusters. The recommended number of
clusters is obtained with higher scores of the Silhouette Coefficient and
Calinski-Harabasz Index and lower scores of the Davies-Bouldin Index.

4.4. DemandForest
DemandForest begins with the data of the existing products x of a
company (i.e., all previously introduced products). The data of these
products consists of the product features fx, the normalized demand
patterns over the forecast horizon px, and the total demand during the
complete forecasting horizon dxh. Thereafter, the K-means algorithm is
used to cluster the demand patterns px into distinct profiles. The
number of profiles (i.e., clusters) is determined by the majority vote of
the Davies-Bouldin Index, the Silhouette Coefficient, and the CalinskiHarabasz Index. After clustering the demand patterns into profiles, a
Random Forest is trained based on the set of features ℱ to classify the
profile. Besides the classification of the profile based on the features, a
Quantile Regression Forest algorithm is trained on the features to pre
dict the total demand dxh. The advantage of a QRF algorithm compared
to a RF algorithm, is that not only the total demand, but also the full
conditional distribution can be estimated. The full conditional dis
tribution provides insight into the potential uncertainty of the total
demand of a new product. By training both the RF and the QRF algo
rithm, the DemandForest model is capable of predicting the profiles,
total demand, and distributions for new products.
In the next phase, the data of the new products y are utilized. The
only data about the new products y that is known beforehand are the
product features fy. The product features are the input to the trained RF
and QRF algorithms. The RF algorithm, which is trained to predict the
profile, determines the predicted profile py for the new products y. The
QRF algorithm, which is trained to predict the total demand, de
h

termines the total demand d y and the conditional distributions given
the new product features fy. From the distribution, we can derive a
lower bound Ly and an upper bound Uy for the total demand of each
product. The lower and upper bound can be for example the 5th and
95th percentiles of the distribution. In the last step, the predicted profile
with a ratio for each time period t and the total demand are multiplied
to obtain a forecast d y, t for the T periods. To obtain the prediction in
tervals [Ly, t, Uy, t] for the T periods, the predicted profile and the lower
and upper bounds can be multiplied. Since it is not possible to order or
sell half a product, the forecast in each time period t is rounded towards
the closest integer. The method is illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.
Besides predicting the demand and the lower and upper bounds, safety
stock levels can be determined using the conditional distribution. The
quantiles of the conditional distribution translate to the probability of
not having a stock-out, which is equal to the target Cycle Service Level.
In this way, we do not have to estimate the variability of the demand to
determine stock levels. Instead, we can directly use the quantile pre
dictions that correspond to certain target Cycle Service Levels. Hence,
DemandForest is not only a forecasting method, but also functions as a
system to support inventory management decisions.

4.2. Random forest
Random Forest (RF) is an ensemble of decision trees for both clas
sification and regression, introduced by Breiman [11]. Random Forest
grows a set of parallel decision trees. The final prediction of an RF is the
majority vote of each tree (with classification) or the mean prediction of
the individual trees (for regression). RF is widely used due to its effi
ciency, and robustness to outliers and noise [11,37]. It overcomes
overfitting and obtains substantially better results due to bootstrapping
and the random selection of features. There are only two main para
meters, which are relatively simple to tune and provide proper results
over a wide range of values. Additionally, Random Forests can be ap
plied to various types of data sets, because it can handle continuous and
categorical data, as well as handling missing values [38]. RF comes
with two components that provide insight into the model: feature im
portance and proximity. The importance is a measure of how much
individual features contribute to the overall performance. The proxi
mity is a measure of comparability between samples. The proximity
between two samples is the percentage of trees in which they end up in
the same leaf node. Among others, the proximity can be used for outlier
detection, clustering, and missing data imputation [39].

4.5. Extension of DemandForest
Due to a limited number of comparable products, it might be pos
sible that the predicted empirical distribution of a new product only
consists of a limited number of values. For example, the upper quantiles
in the empirical distribution in Fig. 3 are limited to 38, whereas the
Log-Normal and Gamma distribution provide a smoother and pre
sumably more accurate distribution.
To overcome this limitation of the empirical distribution of the QRF
algorithm, we extend this algorithm by fitting a theoretical distribution
over the empirical distribution. Because the demand data in all data sets
are right-skewed and non-negative, we will fit Log-Normal and Gamma
distributions to the distributions generated by the QRF algorithm. The

4.3. Quantile regression forest
Meinshausen (2006) introduced Quantile Regression Forest (QRF),
which gives a non-linear and non-parametric way of estimating con
ditional quantiles. QRF grows a set of trees in the same way as Random
Forest. However, instead of keeping only the mean of the observations,
QRF keeps all observations for each leaf node in each tree. Using all
observations, QRF approximates the full conditional distribution and
can provide a prediction interval for new observations. Quantile
Regression Forest has recently been successfully applied in quantifying
4
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Fig. 2. Schematic overview of DemandForest.

products, only products were included that were kept in inventory and
of which the first 18 weeks of historical sales were available. Products
with stock-outs during these 18 weeks were included in the selection.
However, products that were in total more than 14 days out of stock
were excluded because the historical sales data of these products did
not reflect the actual demand properly.
A brief description of each company and the data is given in Table 2,
where the characteristics have been defined by the companies them
selves. We intended to select data sets from companies operating in
different industries and markets that sell different types of products.
With this diversity of data sets, we can analyze whether the proposed
methods are applicable for a wide range of companies. Company A has
put effort in their categories and product groups. These product char
acteristics are numerical instead of categorical. Therefore, comparable
categories and groups have values close to each other. For example,
categories with electrical devices all have a value between 300 and 399,
whereas categories with tableware have a value between 800 and 899.
Therefore, we handle these categories and groups as numerical values.
Additionally, the collection type, space facing, and circle type are also
numerical. Therefore, the only categorical characteristic of Company A
is the supplier. For the other companies, all product characteristics,
except the prices and margins, are categorical. For example, the data set
of Company E contains 48 suppliers, eight categories and 44 different
brands.

Fig. 3. Example of an empirical distribution and fitted theoretical distributions.

Log-Normal distribution is often used to model the demand in an in
ventory model, see, e.g., [44,45]. The Gamma distribution is also often
used for the distribution of demand within inventory control literature
[46–48]. To fit distributions, we use quantiles 0.01 to 0.99 with a step
size of 0.01 and fit the Log-Normal and Gamma distribution to this data
of each prediction.
5. Experimental setup
We evaluate the forecasting performance of DemandForest with
multiple real-world data sets and a synthetic data set. We describe the
data collected from industry partners in Section 5.1. In Section 5.2, we
describe the synthetic data set. In Section 5.3, we define two benchmark
methods that we use for comparison. Finally, the experimental setup
and inventory cases are described in Section 5.4.

5.2. Synthetic data set
Besides the real-world data sets, we also evaluate the proposed
methods with a synthetic data set [49]. This data set can also serve as a
benchmark instance for future research. Since we generate the synthetic
data set from a given model, there certainly exist relationships between
the product characteristics and the demand. In the real-world data sets,
this may not be so clear. Therefore, validating the proposed methods
with both a synthetic data set and real-world data sets is interesting.
When the proposed methods can achieve similar results for the syn
thetic data set and the company data sets, it underlines the applicability
of DemandForest in practice.
The products from our synthetic data set are characterized by color,
category, brand, and price. The names of the colors, brands, and cate
gories are chosen arbitrarily. The demand during T time periods is
defined by a profile and the total demand. The profiles are, arbitrarily,
one with a 10% exponential increase per time period, one with a 10%
exponential decrease per time period, and one stable profile. The total
demand is generated randomly with the Gamma distribution using
α = 2 and β = 150. The color and price relate to the demand, whereas
the category and brand relate to a profile. Specific colors, categories,
and brands relate to a specific demand segment or profile based on
categorical distributions. Categories and brands relate in 80% of the
cases to a specific profile and otherwise randomly to one of the other

5.1. Data from industry partners
We collected data sets from five companies, which we anonymize
using the letters A to E. The product characteristics and historical sales
data of previously introduced products were retrieved from the data
bases of the inventory management systems of these companies. For
this research, the obtained historical sales data is recorded weekly.
Company A is the only company that keeps track of the date at
which products were introduced. For the other companies, we needed
to estimate the introduction date. We assume that the week of in
troduction is the week in which the first sale occurs. This results in a
bias in the data, since products may have been introduced earlier and
not sold directly. Spare parts are an example of products that are not
likely to be sold directly after their introduction. The inability to re
trieve the actual introduction date of the products is a limitation we
need to take into account in the remainder of this paper. Once we de
termined the introduction date, the sales data of the first 18 weeks
(approximately four months) of the products were selected. From these
5
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sales price, margin, collection type, product group, space facing, circle type
purchase price, sales channels, article type
subcategory, subsubcategory, sales price, margin, product type, brand, brand collection
purchase price, brand
purchase price, brand

16,229
3197
592
1172
660

profiles. We divide the demand into five equal segments, to relate the
color to the demand. Colors relate in 80% of the cases to a specific
demand segment and otherwise randomly to one of the other segments.
The price is a numeric characteristic that is inversely proportional to
the demand: price = 2000/demand. We apply noise to this inverse
proportional relationship by adding a coefficient of variation of 0.5 to
the price.
5.3. Benchmark methods

Supplier,
Supplier,
Supplier,
Supplier,
Supplier,

category,
category,
category,
category,
category,

To compare the proposed methods with the current situation, we
ideally use the actual historical manual forecasts of planners. However,
this data is not available. Therefore, we need to define other types of
benchmarks.
The first benchmark we define is Zero Rule, abbreviated to ZeroR,
which simply predicts the average output of the training data for the
test data [50]. In our case, it uses the average demand of each period t
of the training data as a forecast for each new product. For prediction
intervals or safety stock calculations, we extend ZeroR by using the
quantiles of each period t from the training data. ZeroR is a simple
benchmark, but it does not distinguish between product characteristics
and does not accurately represents the current situation of forecasting
at the selected companies. Therefore, we also want to use a method that
imitates the decisions of a human planner. Planners usually discuss the
forecasts during Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP) meetings with
managers and they often base their initial forecasts on a similar existing
product. According to the involved companies, a planner is usually able
to manually identify a similar existing product.
To imitate the manual identification of similar products, we can use
the proximity measure that can be extracted from a trained Quantile
Regression Forest algorithm. The proximity between two products is the
percentage of trees in which they end up in the same leaf node. Since a
QRF algorithm partitions the products based on the characteristics for
which the demand is similar, i.e., products with both similar char
acteristics and similar demand are likely to end up in the same leaf
nodes. Hence, we can identify existing products with a high similarity,
i.e., high proximity, compared to new products. We use the proximities
of the Quantile Regression Forest to create our second benchmark,
which we denote by One Proximity, abbreviated to OneP. OneP uses the
proximity meausure to determine for each new product the one most
similar existing product. The total demand of the most similar existing
product is then used as prediction for the total demand of the new
product. By using the total demand of the most similar existing product,
OneP resembles the domain knowledge or experience of a planner.
Together with the total demand, we use the average profile of all pro
ducts as profile for OneP. We multiply the total demand of the most
similar existing product with the profile to obtain the forecast for each
new product.
By using the most similar product from the proximity, OneP does
not come with quantiles. To use OneP for inventory management, we
assume a Normal distribution for the uncertainty of demand. A Normal
distribution is commonly applied in practice. Also at our industry
partners, typically a Normally distributed monthly demand of new
products is assumed, with a coefficient of variation of 0.45. Because the
total demand is in our case approximately four months, we scale the
coefficient of variation: 0.45 × 4 = 0.9 . By using the total demand
from the most similar existing product and the uncertainty represented
by the Normal distribution, we can set target service levels with OneP
for the inventory management cases.

Wholesale
Wholesale

B2C
B2B & B2C
B2C
B2B
B2B
Retail
E-commerce

Household items
Lighting
Sanitary ware
Agricultural machinery (spare) parts
Garden tools and forestry machines

Market
Industry type

5.4. Experimental design
To evaluate the performance of our method DemandForest, we carry
out experiments in several phases. The introduction period in the data
sets consist of T = 18 weeks (approximately four months). First, we
partition each data set into a training set (i.e., existing products) and a

A
B
C
D
E

Comp.

Table 2
Brief description of the companies and new products.

Type of products

Product characteristics

#prod.

R.M. van Steenbergen and M.R.K. Mes
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test set (i.e., new products). The training set consists of a random
sample of 75% of the data, while the test set consists of the remaining
25%. For the clustering with K-means, we run the algorithm 25 times,
as suggested by Jain [26], to increase the chance of finding the global
minimum. Considering the number of trees in the Random Forest and
Quantile Regression Forest algorithms, usually 500 trees are sufficient
to stabilize the performance (Oshiro et al., 2012). Nevertheless, to en
sure that the number of trees is sufficiently large for all experiments, we
set the number of trees in the Random Forest and Quantile Regression
Forest to 2000. Furthermore, based on the out-of-bag predictions of the
profile and total demand, we explore the values for mtry for each data
set. We evaluate the value for mtry from one to the number of features
∣F∣. We choose the mtry with the highest out-of-bag accuracy (for the
profile prediction) and the lowest out-of-bag Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE) (for demand prediction). Then, we evaluate the individual steps
of DemandForest, the combined forecast, and the performance in the
inventory management cases.
Since new products are not included in the K-means clustering, we
do not know the actual profiles and cannot determine the accuracy and
kappa. Nevertheless, we can determine the profiles to which K-means
would have assigned the new products. We determine the Euclidean
distance between the demand patterns of new products and the profiles
of K-means. The profile with the lowest Euclidean distance is assigned
to the new products. Thereafter, we determine the accuracy and kappa
score.
After evaluating the profile prediction with the accuracy and kappa
score, we determine the total demand and 90% prediction intervals of
the total demand. We evaluate the forecast error of the total demand
with the RMSE, and the prediction intervals with the PICP, and the
PINAW. Thereafter, we combine the predicted profiles with predictions
of the total demand. These combined forecasts are evaluated with the
RMSE considering each time period t.
After evaluating the forecasts, we apply DemandForest in three in
ventory management cases. We do not evaluate the products with their
specific lead times. Instead, we consider three cases for the lead times.
The first two cases include inventory replenishments with lead times of
one and six weeks. For the third case, we only order once at the be
ginning of the introduction period.
The replenishment policy we use for the inventory cases is a (R, s, S)
policy, which stands for a policy with a review time R, reorder level s
and order-up-to-level S. For all cases, we use a review time R of one
week (i.e., one period). The reorder level s is the similar to the expected
demand during review time and lead time plus the safety stock.
Generally, the safety stock calculation is based on the Normal dis
tribution and determined by the target Cycle Service Level (CSL) and
the standard deviation during review time and lead time. With a target
CSL of 95%, the reorder level s is given by the 95th percentiles of the
Normal distribution with a mean and standard deviation of the demand.
However, in the case of DemandForest, we do not use the Normal
distribution, nor do we determine the standard deviation of the de
mand. Instead, we directly determine the reorder level s with the
quantile prediction of DemandForest that corresponds to the target CSL.
With a target CSL of 95%, we set the reorder level s to the 0.95 quantile
of the predicted demand during the review and lead time. This value is
equal to the 95th percentile of the expected demand. In our analysis, the
order-up-to-levels are set equal to the reorder levels, to obtain a good
overview of the achieved CSLs compared to the quantiles. We do not
determine Economic Order Quantities (EOQs) since the general EOQ
calculations assume a known and stable demand, which is not the case
for new products. For all cases, we evaluate the quantiles (i.e., target
CSLs) and actual CSLs for the quantiles between 0.5 and 0.99 with a
step size of 0.01. It is expected that the actual CSLs are equal to the used
quantiles.
Besides the consistency of the service levels, we evaluate four dif
ferent costs: ordering costs, holding costs, excess holding costs, and lost
sales costs. To compare the results of the different data sets, we assume

similar costs. We assume ordering costs of 25 euros for each individual
order. For the holding costs, we assume 25% of the purchase price of a
product as holding costs of keeping one product in inventory for one
year. Besides regular holding costs, we take excess holding costs into
account. Excess holding costs are the expected holding costs after the
introduction period. When too many products are put in inventory in
the introduction period, it may take a while to sell the excess products.
Therefore, we penalize too many products into inventory, especially
when the actual demand is low, by considering excess holding costs. To
determine these excess holding costs, we assume a stable demand after
the introduction period. We determined for each product the ratio be
tween the average demand during the introduction period and the
average demand in the year after the introduction period, if available in
the databases of the companies. For example, when the average de
mand in the introduction period is 50 per period and the average de
mand after the introduction is 75 per period, the ratio is 1.5. When
there is no demand data available, because the historical demand data
is limited, we multiply the actual demand with the average ratio of the
other products in the data set. For the synthetic data set, we make an
assumption for the ratios: for the increasing profile, we use a factor of
three, for the stable a ratio of one, and for the decreasing profile a ratio
of 1/3. With these ratios, we determine the time that products will be in
stock and the corresponding excess holding costs.
The last type of costs we consider are lost sales costs. We assume
that when a product is out of stock, consumers go to a competitor and
the sale is lost, which in principle might also affect future sales. To take
this risk into account, we assume lost sales costs of two times the
margin. For the data sets where this margin is unavailable, we assume a
margin equal to the purchasing price.
The methods and experiments described in this paper are im
plemented in the R environment (R Core Team, 2014) using the
packages Ranger [7] and fitdistrplus [51]. The Ranger package contains
Random Forest [11] and Quantile Regression Forest [12], and fitdistr
plus is used for the maximum likelihood estimations of the Gamma
distribution.
6. Experimental results
To test the performance and validity of the proposed methods, we
present the experimental results of DemandForest and the benchmark
methods ZeroR and OneP in this section. We test the methods with the
synthetic data set as well as with the data sets from the five companies.
We cluster the demand profiles in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, we pre
sent the results of predicting the profiles by the Random Forest algo
rithm and we discuss the predictions of the total demand of the
Quantile Regression Forest in Section 6.3. In Section 6.4, we provide the
forecast error for all methods. The performance of the quantile pre
dictions is analyzed in Section 6.5 using the inventory cases. Finally, we
show in Section 6.6 the feature importance and top five comparable
products, which serve as additional insights for supply chain planners.
Since we analyzed multiple methods, data sets, and inventory man
agement cases, we only present the most interesting observations in the
main text. For a complete overview of results, we refer to Appendix B.
6.1. Clustering
Unanimously recommended by the Davies-Bouldin Index, Silhouette
Coefficient, and Calinski-Harabasz Index, the optimal number of clus
ters is two for all company data sets. For the synthetic data set, the
optimal number of clusters according to the three cluster validity in
dices is three, as also defined in Section 5.2. The profiles of Company A,
clustered by K-means, are displayed in Fig. 4. In the figure, we observe
one concave increasing profile and one rather linear profile. This means
that some products are mainly sold in the first weeks after the in
troduction, while other products are more stable during the weeks.
Similar shapes of the demand profiles are obtained among the other
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PICP and PINAW. The OneP method shows small values for PINAW for
Company C, D, and E, but the PICP for these data sets is only around
80%.
To further analyze the prediction intervals, we compute the 50%,
80%, 90%, and 98% prediction intervals of the total demand for all
methods for the synthetic data set and plot the actual prediction in
tervals in Fig. 5. We analyze the consistency between the prediction
intervals based on the quantile predictions (i.e., the target intervals)
and the actual prediction intervals. The closer the actual intervals are to
the target, the more reliable the intervals of a certain method. The
DemandForest methods and the ZeroR method obtain prediction in
tervals close to the target prediction intervals, whereas the OneP
method show deviations on the bottom and the top of the interval.

Fig. 4. Clustered profiles of Company A.

companies. The cluster with the peak in the first week can be partly the
result of our assumption that the introduction period starts with the
first sale.

6.4. Forecasting performance of DemandForest
By combining the predicted profile with the total demand and 5th
and 95th percentiles, we obtain a forecast with a 90% prediction in
terval on a weekly level for 18 weeks. We use the 90% prediction in
terval for the analysis of the forecasting performance of each method
and data set. Table 5 shows the forecast errors RMSE, PICP, and
PINAW.
The forecasts of the DemandForest methods overall provide the
lowest forecast error. The results of Company C are the only exception
with ZeroR as the lowest RMSE. Furthermore, at Company D, ZeroR
provides a lower forecast error than DemandForest and DemandForest
+Gamma. This corresponds with the lower kappa of Company C and D
and relative higher prediction errors of the total demand, although it is
not completely similar. The extensions of DemandForest provide a
comparable (Synthetic, A, and B) or lower (C, D, and E) RMSE than the
standard DemandForest.
Similar to the total demand prediction, the PICP is ideally 90%,
whereas the PINAW should be small. For the PICP, the ZeroR method
generally performs the best, with values around 90%. For the Synthetic
data and the data sets of company A and B, the PICPs of the
DemandForest methods are too low. This decrease of the PICP com
pared to the results of the total demand in Table 4 is likely to be caused
by the profile, which does not seem to translate the prediction intervals
well over the weekly time periods. The higher PICPs for the data sets of
company C, D, and E are presumably caused by more homogeneous
demand patterns. Although the predictability of the profiles was not
high, the combination of the profile and the total demand resulted in
proper intervals during the weekly time periods. The PINAWs are rather
similar between the methods, only the PINAWs of the OneP and ZeroR
method of the synthetic data set are much larger than the De
mandForest methods.
We compute the 50%, 80%, 90%, and 98% prediction intervals of
the weekly demand for all methods for the synthetic data set and plot
the actual prediction intervals in Fig. 6. The consistency between the
target intervals of 50%, 80%, 90%, and 98% and the actual prediction
intervals indicates the reliability of the intervals of a certain method.
The DemandForest methods provide intervals narrower than they
should be, whereas the OneP method provides intervals that are too
wide. Despite the lower forecasting performance, the prediction inter
vals of the ZeroR method are the most accurate. This is probably be
cause of using the weekly percentiles of the training data, instead of
applying profiles. For a further investigation on the quality of other
percentiles, we study the impact of the 50th to the 99th percentile in
the inventory management decisions in the next subsection.

6.2. Predicting profiles
With the Random Forest algorithm, we train and predict the profile
for the products in the test set. We determine the actual classes for the
test set by assigning the profile that has the minimum Euclidean dis
tance to the demand pattern of each product. The accuracy and kappa
determined afterward for each data set are presented in Table 3. We
observe that the accuracy for each data set, except for data set C, is
around 0.80. Nevertheless, Cohen's kappa shows less promising results.
The kappa is relative good for the synthetic data set, moderate for
Company A and E, and poor for Company B, C, and D.
These results show that it can be difficult to predict a clustered
demand pattern with a Random Forest based on product characteristics.
Nevertheless, we will apply these predicted profiles to the forecasts to
analyze the performance of the complete forecast. First, we discuss the
other component of DemandForest, the prediction of the total demand
with a Quantile Regression Forest.
6.3. Predicting total demand
We predict the total demand and the 90% prediction interval for
DemandForest, the extensions with the Gamma and Log-Normal dis
tribution, and the benchmark methods OneP and ZeroR. For these
predictions, we determine the RMSE, the PICP, and the PINAW, as
discussed in Section 5.4. The results of all methods are displayed in
Table 4. In the table, we see that DemandForest achieves a lower RMSE
than the OneP and ZeroR method in almost all cases. Only for the data
set of Company D, the OneP method is more accurate. Regarding the
extended methods, the DemandForest+Log-Normal results in less ac
curate predictions than the regular DemandForest, whereas De
mandForest+Gamma improves the accuracy for all data sets except for
Company C.
The PICP shows the realized prediction interval, which should be
close to the target prediction interval (in this case 90%), whereas the
PINAW indicates the interval width, which should be small. For the
synthetic data set, DemandForest+Gamma shows the best results, with
a PICP of around 90% and one of the smallest PINAWs. The PINAW of
DemandForest is smaller, but the PICP is less than 90%. DemandForest
+Gamma is also the best for all company data sets. For all these data
sets, the PICP is around 90% with a low PINAW. For Company C,
DemandForest+Log-Normal also performs good, with a comparable

Table 3
Predictive performance of Random Forest for the profiles at each data set.

Accuracy
Kappa

Synthetic

A

B

C

D

E

0.824
0.736

0.802
0.534

0.746
0.200

0.568
0.197

0.826
0.007

0.770
0.489

6.5. Performance inventory management cases
Since the primary purpose of the forecasts is to support the decisions
on inventory levels, the benefit in inventory management cases may be
even more important than the forecast accuracy itself. The results of
inventory management decisions demonstrate the actual quality of the
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Table 4
Predictive performance of Quantile Regression Forest for the total demand and 90% prediction interval at each data set.

RMSE

PICP

PINAW

DemandForest
DF + Gamma
DF + Log-Normal
OneP
ZeroR
DemandForest
DF + Gamma
DF + Log-Normal
OneP
ZeroR
DemandForest
DF + Gamma
DF + Log-Normal
OneP
ZeroR

Synthetic

A

B

C

D

E

120.6
119.7
120.0
161.8
212.6
87.6%
90.6%
90.6%
96.8%
93.2%
23.4%
23.6%
25.0%
76.3%
55.9%

7.58
7.50
7.81
8.14
8.77
93.3%
94.9%
94.0%
91.2%
90.0%
4.5%
4.0%
4.2%
5.1%
5.2%

399.5
386.0
400.9
529.0
485.6
84.9%
87.6%
86.7%
82.5%
91.0%
12.6%
11.9%
15.9%
15.5%
19.3%

17.7
17.8
19.0
23.2
18.6
94.6%
93.9%
93.2%
78.4%
95.3%
22.8%
18.6%
18.4%
18.2%
29.1%

15.1
14.8
15.6
14.2
17.4
93.9%
92.2%
91.5%
81.2%
95.2%
15.5%
13.3%
14.6%
11.0%
14.4%

20.0
19.7
18.9
27.3
27.4
91.5%
91.5%
90.3%
81.2%
95.2%
27.4%
25.0%
34.0%
21.6%
32.8%

Fig. 5. Prediction intervals per method for the total demand in the synthetic data set.

different methods. When the actual CSLs deviate largely from the tar
gets, the method is not reliable, and companies cannot use it to achieve
the desired service levels. Besides checking the consistency, we evaluate
the inventory costs to analyze whether DemandForest can provide its
forecasts and service levels against competitive costs.
First, we discuss the consistency between the quantiles and CSLs. To
check the consistency, we analyze the results for the quantiles between
0.50 and 0.99 with a step size of 0.01. For the cases with a one-time

forecasts. In this subsection, we discuss the expected outcomes of using
the forecasts and intervals as input for inventory management deci
sions, in other words, using DemandForest for prescriptive analytics.
For all methods, we analyze the consistency between the quantiles,
which are the target service levels, and the actual Cycle Service Levels
(CSLs) and we compute the resulting inventory costs. The consistency
between the quantiles and the actual CSLs is important because it shows
if the target that is set as input is achieved on various levels by the

Table 5
Predictive performance of DemandForest and the 90% prediction interval at each data set.

RMSE

PICP

PINAW

DemandForest
DF + Gamma
DF + Log-Normal
OneP
ZeroR
DemandForest
DF + Gamma
DF + Log-Normal
OneP
ZeroR
DemandForest
DF + Gamma
DF + Log-Normal
OneP
ZeroR

Synthetic

A

B

C

D

E

10.8
10.8
10.7
13.2
15.2
70.5%
74.2%
74.9%
95.4%
89.9%
16.1%
16.3%
17.3%
52.6%
38.5%

0.681
0.676
0.683
0.705
0.784
62.2%
56.7%
59.7%
49.9%
86.2%
4.1%
3.5%
3.8%
3.6%
5.1%

32.5
32.0
32.6
40.2
36.4
66.2%
71.3%
67.6%
85.1%
85.7%
11.3%
19.3%
14.2%
13.8%
17.9%

2.22
2.15
1.83
2.57
1.78
88.0%
87.5%
87.4%
85.4%
88.9%
26.3%
21.2%
20.8%
19.0%
33.2%

3.59
3.48
3.03
4.11
3.15
97.5%
97.5%
97.4%
97.1%
97.4%
2.7%
2.4%
3.0%
2.2%
1.4%

3.61
3.56
3.31
5.36
4.24
93.8%
93.6%
93.9%
92.1%
94.2%
9.5%
9.1%
13.2%
9.5%
8.8%
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Fig. 6. Prediction intervals per method for the weekly demand in the synthetic data set.

order, it is likely that DemandForest shows proper consistency since we
use the QRF algorithm only. However, with the replenishment cases, we
multiply the quantiles with the profiles. Hence, the actual CSLs might
differ from the given quantile. A method is more reliable when the
deviations between the quantiles and the CSLs are small because then a
CSL similar to the target service level is achieved.
In Fig. 7, we show the quantiles and service levels for the synthetic
data set for each case and method. All methods, except OneP, show
reliable CSLs for the one-time order case (Fig. 7c). The CSLs for the
OneP method are only comparable to the quantiles around 0.5 and close
to 1. For the replenishment cases, we observe different results. Al
though the prediction intervals of the DemandForest methods were
narrower than the target prediciton intervals, all methods, including the
DemandForest methods, show actual CSLs higher than the quantiles.
Again, the OneP method provides overall the most upward deviation
and the DemandForest methods are the most reliable. Considering the
lead time of one week, the ZeroR method is a lot higher for almost all
quantiles. The DemandForest methods provide results that are closest to
the actual CSLs between quantile 0.7 and 0.9, with no distinctive dif
ferences between the alternatives. Nevertheless, for the quantiles below
0.8, all the methods result in higher service levels than targeted,
whereas the methods achieve lower actual CSLs above the 0.8 quantile.
For the results of the data sets of the companies, we refer to Appendix B.
Similar to the results of the synthetic data set, the DemandForest
methods are the most consistent and the OneP method the least con
sistent.
Next, we consider the inventory costs for specific values for the
Cycle Service Levels, namely 75%, 90%, and 95%, for each case. We

Table 6
Inventory costs (in k euros) for each method on the synthetic data set (lowest
costs are highlighted in bold).
Case

CSL

DF

DF + Gamma

DF + Log-Normal

OneP

ZeroR

Replenish,
LT = 1

75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%

335
234
209
307
187
166
182
149
164

341
239
208
318
192
169
180
149
161

339
238
210
319
194
172
180
152
171

440
279
225
445
263
222
239
229
330

458
285
251
513
391
457
657
1211
1673

Replenish,
LT = 6
One-time order

consider the actual CSLs and not the quantiles, since similar quantiles
lead to different CSLs, inventory levels, and incomparable costs be
tween the different methods. To analyze the costs at the specified CSLs,
all methods were analyzed on the quantiles 0.50 to 0.99 with a step size
of 0.01. The costs of the actual CSLs closest to respectively 75%, 90%,
and 95% are presented. Table 6 shows the inventory costs of the syn
thetic data set for the three different CSLs and for all methods. We
observe that the DemandForest methods obtain lower results for all
cases and service levels. Especially the regular DemandForest achieved
low costs. ZeroR results in the highest costs, especially for the one-time
order case. For the inventory costs for the data sets of the companies,
we refer to Appendix B. For the data sets of the companies, the De
mandForest methods achieved overall the most robust and competitive

Fig. 7. Consistency between quantiles and Cycle Service Levels of the synthetic data set.
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This indicates that more specific features can improve predictions.
The feature importance provides an overview of important char
acteristics in the complete data set but does not show product-specific
insights. To provide more specific insights for a specific forecast, we can
extract the top five comparable products from the proximity matrix of a
Random Forest. As an example, we show the top five comparable
products for one of the products of the synthetic data set in Table 7. In
this table, we see that especially the first comparable product is similar
in terms of characteristics and total demand. Providing supply chain
planners with a top five for each individual forecast enhances the in
terpretability of DemandForest, which can support the adoption of
using DemandForest. Furthermore, it can provide valuable inputs for S
&OP meetings with colleagues and managers.

Fig. 8. Permutation feature importance of the total demand of Company C.

Table 7
A new product and the five most comparable products.
Article code

Color

Category

Brand

Price

Total demand

1501
231
336
756
491
111

Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

Tablets
Tablets
Tablets
Tablets
Computers
Tablets

Animity
Supranu
Supranu
Kayosis
Verer
Hyperive

51.4
56.8
46.46
59.39
53.91
34.26

71
84
42
28
42
67

7. Conclusions
We developed a novel approach called DemandForest that provides
pre-launch forecasts for the demand of new products during their in
troduction period. Our approach, relying on Random Forest algorithms,
utilizes product characteristics of new and existing products to predict a
profile and the total demand of these new products during the in
troduction period. Our approach also provides prediction intervals and
quantiles, which can be used to support decisions in inventory man
agement. The forecasts are based on the historical demand of existing
comparable products to overcome the challenge of new product fore
casting: the lack of historical data. In this way, DemandForest is an
automated data-driven approach that is able to provide estimations
reducing the need of human judgment, extensive analysis or years of
experience. This method is especially valuable for companies with a
large number of new product introductions each year. By using the
forecasts, prediction intervals, quantiles and the most important pro
duct characteristics resulting from DemandForest, companies can sup
port, enhance and also automate decision making in inventory man
agement of new products.
We assessed the quality and performance of the proposed methods
on a synthetic data set as well as various real-life data sets provided by
five companies, from retail, e-commerce, wholesale and both B2B and
B2C markets. With this variety of data sets, we showed that
DemandForest is a generalizable computational approach that provides
meaningful estimations (i.e., including uncertainty of demand) for both
forecasts and inventory management decisions for new products.
Considering the different data sets and cases, the DemandForest
methods provide a higher forecasting quality, more reliable prediction
intervals and service levels, and comparable or lower inventory costs
than the benchmark methods. The extensions of the Log-Normal and
Gamma distributions provided slightly better results than the regular
empirical distributions of the QRF algorithm of DemandForest.
Besides the development of DemandForest, we contribute to new
product forecasting techniques by exploring the performance of
Quantile Regression Forest to quantify the uncertainty of demand.
Furthermore, we showed that the empirical quantiles could be im
proved by fitting theoretical distributions. As additional insight for
supply chain planners, we showed the possibility of extracting the most
comparable products from the proximity of a Random Forest. In addi
tion, we provided a synthetic data set that can be used for future va
lidations of new product forecasting and inventory management
methodologies. Future work can focus on more reliable methods to
derive the profiles, including additional input features (e.g., season
ality, weather, or internet traffic), and combining it with other algo
rithms such as artificial neural networks, gradient boosting or support
vector machines.

costs. Nevertheless, in some cases, the OneP and ZeroR methods ob
tained the lowest costs.
6.6. Feature importance and comparable products
The feature importance and a top five comparable products de
termined from the Random Forest algorithms can provide additional
information to supply chain planners. First, we describe the concept of
the feature importance. Thereafter, we provide an example of a top five
comparable products.
The feature importance is a measure of how much individual fea
tures (e.g., product characteristics) contribute to the overall perfor
mance of a prediction. There are several methods for determining the
feature importance, such as the Gini importance and the permutation
importance. The Gini importance can be directly derived from Random
Forest algorithms, but the main disadvantage is the bias towards con
tinuous and high cardinality features, which are commonly present in
our data sets. Therefore, we apply the permutation feature importance.
The permutation feature importance can be determined with the out-ofbag data of Random Forest algorithms. It does not have the bias, but can
overestimate correlating features [52]. The permutation feature im
portance can be determined by sequentially permuting each feature and
calculating the decrease of the performance (e.g., the RMSE). With a
large decrease, the feature contributes significantly to the overall per
formance and is regarded as important. With a low decrease in the
performance, a feature is considered less important. Hence, the feature
importance can show which product characteristics have the most in
fluence on the predictions.
Fig. 8 shows feature importance for the data set of Company C as an
example. The brand collection is by far the most important feature for
both the profile and the total demand. This brand collection indicates
the specific product lines of a brand. Permuting the category hardly
changes the RMSE, which means that the category has hardly any
predictive value for the demand. The brand and brand collection as well
as the category, subcategory, and subsubcategory are hierarchical
characteristics, which are handled as separate features in the Random
Forest algorithms. The features with the lowest hierarchy (i.e., the
brand collection and subsubcategory) show the highest importance.
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Appendix A. Computation of the kappa score
The kappa score is given by:

=

po

pe

1

pe

,

(A.1)

where po gives the proportion of units in which agreed and pe gives the proportion of units for which agreement is expected by chance. These values
are given by

TP + TN
,
TP + TN + FP + FN
((TN + FP )(TN + FN ) + (TP + FP )(TP + FN )) 2
pe =
,
(TP + TN + FP + FN )

po =

where T, F, P, N denote True, False, Positive and Negative respectively.
Appendix B. Extensive numerical results
The results for the inventory management cases of the five data sets of the companies is given in the figures and tables below. Figs. B.9, B.10,
B.11, B.12, and B.13 show the consistency between the quantiles and the CLSs, whereas Tables B.8, B.9, B.10, B.11, and B.12 describe the inventory
costs of each method at CSLs of 75%, 90%, and 95%. The inventory costs are missing when the highest quantile of the method did not provide a value
close to a certain CSL.

Fig. B.9. Consistency between quantiles and Cycle Service Levels of Company A.

Table B.8

Inventory costs (in k euros) for each method on the data set of company A (lowest costs are highlighted in bold).
Case

CSL

DF

DF + Gamma

DF + Log-Normal

OneP

ZeroR

Replenish, LT = 1

75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%

1017
895
828
495
445
454
52
102
197

1011
897
842
496
447
458
54
99
181

1016
898
842
495
448
460
56
105
192

971
807
–
474
406
367
86
208
388

984
793
652
508
469
592
277
885
1957

Replenish, LT = 6
One-time order

Fig. B.10. Consistency between quantiles and Cycle Service Levels of Company B.
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Table B.9

Inventory costs (in k euros) for each method on the data set of company B (lowest costs are highlighted in bold).
Case

CSL

DF

DF + Gamma

DF + Log-N

OneP

ZeroR

Replenish, LT = 1

75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%

942
684
691
1049
1039
1377
943
1596
3266

954
649
602
1074
863
1246
906
1219
2480

937
612
621
1066
875
1236
896
1200
2616

835
–
–
951
873
–
1054
–
–

1446
1267
1804
1638
4888
12,564
4139
23,659
57,791

Replenish, LT = 6
One-time order

Fig. B.11. Consistency between quantiles and Cycle Service Levels of Company C.

Table B.10

Inventory costs (in k euros) for each method on the data set of company C (lowest costs are highlighted in bold).
Case

CSL

DF

DF + Gamma

DF + Log-N

OneP

ZeroR

Replenish, LT = 1

75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%

113
306
1579
108
174
477
99
156
796

116
262
514
113
150
306
103
134
453

112
200
430
109
125
227
100
136
355

–
–
–
119
–
–
113
–
–

91
77
97
131
96
165
115
246
937

Replenish, LT = 6
One-time order

Fig. B.12. Consistency between quantiles and Cycle Service Levels of Company D.
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Table B.11

Inventory costs (in k euros) for each method on the data set of company D (lowest costs are highlighted in bold).
Case

CSL

DF

DF + Gamma

DF + Log-N

OneP

ZeroR

Replenish, LT = 1

75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%

40
149
411
41
156
437
33
70
203

40
73
209
40
75
221
34
58
227

38
97
657
38
102
711
33
53
310

65
–
–
69
–
–
58
59
–

44
129
313
44
129
353
38
122
697

Replenish, LT = 6
One-time order

Fig. B.13. Consistency between quantiles and Cycle Service Levels of Company E.

Table B.12

Inventory costs (in k euros) for each method on the data set of company E (lowest costs are highlighted in bold).
Case

CSL

DF

DF + Gamma

DF + Log-N

OneP

ZeroR

Replenish, LT = 1

75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%
75%
90%
95%

146
458
1011
177
486
1218
204
1258
1932

138
291
–
150
371
1494
204
874
3583

129
336
–
152
505
7045
189
1026
4133

245
–
–
271
–
–
231
–
–

207
149
161
216
199
279
215
349
1221

Replenish, LT = 6
One-time order
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